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$mqu\epsilon$ . $Fir8t$, the author would like to state that this series of Papers under the title,
“How did the Concepts of Singularity Contribute to Modern Mathematics ? “ is that of such a
subiect to which we find no 8imilar instance elsewhere, to the best of his knowledge at least,
in studies on the history of mathematics, and the series has been intended by himself since
the latter half of $1970s([1]. [21)$, being motivated by Bochner’s paper [31. The author had
oft,en interruption on the way of his studies on the subject because of other paraUel ones in a
few different fields, however, it is happy for him that he started continuations of the work
again from around 2001([4], [51), and $a1\epsilon 0$ that these have come to this work and ita detailed
developments as a final stage.
Now, the term “singularity” as the most main key word in these historical studies means
various properties ofmathematical objects having $so\cdot\infty 1led$ ‘ singular $point\epsilon$(or singularities)’
and mathematical phenomina coming from these points, namely ‘ singular phenomina‘ we call.
The history of the8e development8 is an extremely recent event $\infty mpared$ with that of the
ordinary mathematics(without the singularity $concept\epsilon$) from ancient times.
It has begun with the original concepts in the early years(from 18608 to $1870s$), including
the famous result on the removable singular points and the reRtion of complex
functions associated with the points by Riemann(1851), and next we have seen new $\infty ncept\epsilon$
successively appeared in other fields, in addition to the further progreos of the original
concepts, by many prominent mathematicians(from 1880s to 19408). In particular, these
results gave important foundations for their later further developments and, at the same time,
made great $conbbution\epsilon$ to the $progre\epsilon e$ of modern mathematics and its applications to
natural science.
Our $rema\dot{g}\dot{\bm{o}}g$ work to be done as a final stage is to investigate new singularity problems
through mathematics and its related field8, particularly physical $8\dot{\alpha}ence$, and to have a whole
Perspective concerning the problems, at the beginning. Accordingly, these problems and their
related topics will be shown in this paper(Part(IID $-1$), and later the details of their
developmenta will $bn_{oW}$ the former. Among others, the theory of singularities rapidly
redeveloped in recent years, microlocal analysis first appeared in the $se\omega nd$ half of the $20^{th}$
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century and their applications to mathematical sciences with the singularity problems are
extraordinarily remarkable. And then, it is important to seek for unknown or new problems
having something to do with the singularity ones for our work$([6])$.
The author is sure that anyone who read his papers will find easily that the features of his
description style of the studies through the series are $s\dot{\alpha}entific$ in mathematics and its
applications, philosophical from social and cultural points of view for their inevitable
backgrounds, and $epi\epsilon temic$ in the history of singularity concepts and their contributions to
modern mathmatics, as a whole.



































(I) :1860 –70$\bullet$ – ([4] )
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(1)
4 (Riemann ) $R$
($Weire8trass$ ) $W$
1) ($R$ ) :G. F. B. Riemann (1851)
( ) ( )
Riemann
Riemann usingulariUt$\cdot$, $un\epsilon tetigkeit$’
2) :ACayky (1852)
Cayley
Cayley $singula\dot{n}ty^{n\text{ }}$ “singular point“
3) :H. Hankel (1870)
Riemann
Hankel Riemann “ ”
Riemann
$0$
( ) ( )
( )
Hankel (
) “singularitat (en)“ Riemann 20
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Riemann : Riemann Weierstrass :
Hankel :Fomler Cayley :
$(\Pi)$ . :1880 –1940 $\bullet$ –
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(1)
$A$ : $B$ : $C$ :
1) $A$ : 4
$\bullet$ ($R$ ) : $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$
$\blacksquare$
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$ $\bullet$
$\blacksquare$
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare Riemann$ $\bullet$ $\bullet$
$\bullet$ ($W$ ) : $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$
2) $B$ :
$\bullet$ : $\bullet$ $\bullet Fuch_{8}$ $\bullet Fuchs$
Fuchs $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$ Galois
($Picard\cdot Ve\epsilon\epsilon iot$ ) Hilbert 21 ($RIemann^{-}Hilbert$ )
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare$ $\bullet$
$\blacksquare$ Picard$\cdot$ hetz $\blacksquare$
$\bullet$
$C$ :
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare 3$ $\blacksquare$

















1) A : 3
$\bullet$ ($R$ ) : $\bullet$ $\bullet$
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare$ $\blacksquare$ ( :
$B$ ) $\blacksquare$ ( 2 )
$\bullet$ ($W$ : $\blacksquare$
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2) $B$ :




3) $C$ : ‘
$\bullet$ : $\blacksquare$ ( )








2) $C$ : ‘
$\bullet$ $I\#Z$ : $\blacksquare$ (Feynman)


























: $\partial^{k}u/\partial t^{k}(0,x)=u_{k}(x)$ , $k=0,\ldots,n-1$




$u$ $t>0$ $S$ ( )
2) $Ham4tonrightarrow Ja\infty bi$ ( )
$\bullet$ Hamfl nian $H(p_{1}.\cdots.p_{n}.q_{1}.\cdots,q_{n}.t)$ $q_{l}(i=1, \ldots,n)$ $t$
$F$ $a_{l}(i=1,\ldots,n+1)$ $F=F(q_{1}.\cdots.q_{n},a_{1}.\cdots,a_{n}.t)+a_{n1}$
$Hamilton-Jacobi$ :
$\partial F/\partial t+H(\partial F/\Phi_{1},\ldots,\partial F/\phi_{n},q_{1},...,q_{n},t)=0$ . : $F(q_{1},\ldots,q_{n},0)=f(q_{1},\ldots,q_{n})$
?









“ ” “ ”
2) rH n too $Ja\infty bi$

























1) : (chaotic attractor)
( $dx/dt=f(x)$,x: ) (
) ( )







2) : - (NavierStokeg)
$N\cdot S$
( )
NS : $\partial u/\partial t+(u\cdot\nabla)u=\nu\Delta u-(1/\rho)\nabla p$ $\nu$ ( )
(Reynolds) $R$
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